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free management network is a small innovative company that, in the context of the digital age,
organizes the[free hosting] of the knowledge of individuals and organisations, hosting them and
providing them with access to all of them. as the results of the internet, the human knowledge is

being increased with the multiplication of the number of publications and the quantity and diversity
of cultural contents, which are slowly becoming an essential resource for the future. with the rise of
the internet, the need to increase the accessibility and availability of information has been felt by
people, although some information remains confidential and even confidential data. in order to
ensure a better access, the company, through an association of experts and qualified people, is

developing the service of a free portal of information to the public that is capable of managing in real
time all the information provided, or in the digital universe of images, texts, sounds, videos, etc. the

free management network, is affiliated to the french parthenon network, an association of
organizations and private companies that are dedicated to the modern management of cultural

heritage. the project is in partnership with the digital design centre (des), an inspiring and award-
winning national museum of contemporary art (macba), in barcelona. the idea of this project is to
focus on the use of the building, its programming spaces and resources and to create a space for

reflection and debate about our practices, methodology and methodology of recording and
documentation. the aim is to create an innovative and horizontal space to develop documentary and

architectural research methods, to work together and with different actors of the design field,
cultural and cultural heritage institutions, universities, local and regional governments.
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